Abstract-Wireless networks contain an inherent distributed spatial diversity that can be exploited by the use of relaying. Relay networks take advantage of the broadcast-oriented nature of radio and require node-based, rather than link-based protocols. Prior work on relay networks has studied performance limits either with unrealistic assumptions, complicated protocols, or only a single relay. In this paper, a practical approach to networks comprising multiple relays operating over orthogonal time slots is proposed based on a generalization of hybrid-automatic repeat request (ARQ). In contrast with conventional hybrid-ARQ, retransmitted packets do not need to come from the original source radio but could instead be sent by relays that overhear the transmission. An information theoretic framework is exposed that establishes the performance limits of such systems in a block fading environment, and numerical results are presented for some representative topologies and protocols. The results indicate a significant improvement in the energy-latency tradeoff when compared with conventional multihop protocols implemented as a cascade of point-to-point links.
I. INTRODUCTION
T RADITIONAL multihop protocols treat wireless networks as a cascade of point-to-point links, with each radio directing its transmission to only a single receiver [1] . While such an approach allows mature technology developed for link-based wired-networks to be leveraged, it ignores the broadcast-oriented nature of radio which implies that protocols should be node-based [2] . If a network is constrained to use only point-to-point links, then the average throughput furnished to each source diminishes to zero as the number of nodes tends to infinity [3] . The fundamental reason for this constriction is that with a uniform traffic pattern, a typical node must expend so much effort forwarding other sources' information that few resources remain to transport its own message. One way to alleviate this limitation is by exploiting mobility in the network, e.g., by having each source transmit to every passing node in the hopes that one of the passing nodes will eventually come close to the destination [4] . A second way to alleviate the limitation is by exploiting the spatial diversity that is present when a node broadcasts to several receivers [5] . The focus of this paper is on practical strategies for realizing the gains promised in [5] when radios may receive different versions of the same message broadcast from several intermediate devices.
A classic example of distributed spatial diversity can be found in early work on the relay channel [6] . In the relay channel, a source broadcasts to both a relay and a destination. The relay also transmits information about the same message to the destination. The destination combines the information it receives from both the source and relay, thereby achieving diversity even if each device has only a single antenna. This idea can be generalized to networks with multiple relays that operate in parallel [7] or with interrelay communications [8] . In keeping with [8] , we use the term relay networks in this paper to describe networks comprising a source, destination, and one or more interconnected relays. Whenever the source or a relay broadcasts, all the other nodes in the network hear the transmission, although the noise and interference could be too high for the message to be correctly decoded. By appropriately coordinating the actions of the source and relays and combining information at the destination, the devices on the network are able to cooperate to convey the message quickly and reliably. This is in stark contrast to what we term (conventional) multihop in this paper, where the message is sent over a predetermined route using a cascade of point-to-point links, each requiring only a single receiver to listen to each transmission and, hence, no spatial diversity is present.
In the aforementioned references, little or no constraints are placed on how the nodes cooperate aside from some limitations on transmitter power. Unless otherwise constrained, two impractical requirements emerge when the underlying optimization problem is solved. First, the relays are expected to simultaneously receive and transmit in the same channel, which is not cost effective with the current state-of-the-art in radio technology. Second, simultaneously transmitting nodes are expected to co-phase their transmissions so that they add coherently at a common receiver. While such a beamforming effect is challenging for traditional antenna arrays, it is even more difficult to implement when the antennas are distributed and driven by independent oscillators.
Recent work has imposed additional constraints that eliminate these undesirable network requirements. Høst Madsen [9] and Khojastepour et al. [10] constrained the relays to operate in a time-division duplexing (TDD) mode, thereby eliminating the first requirement. Laneman and Wornell added an additional constraint that the source and single relay [11] or multiple relays [12] transmit orthogonally, thereby eliminating the second requirement. Later, Kramer et al. [13] rigorously found the capacity for a noncoherent phase fading channel.
0733-8716/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE While relaxing these requirements has made the prospect of relaying more feasible than ever, there is a considerable amount of research that must be conducted before complete end-to-end protocols can be designed that both enjoy the diversity benefits of relaying and lend themselves to practical implementation. While much work has focused on the practical use of a single relay or multiple relays that transmit simultaneously (perhaps using a space-time code [12] ), little work has been devoted to using multiple relays over orthogonal time slots. When multiple relays are considered, the scheduling of the relays becomes a fundamental issue. The relays must know if and when to transmit and ideally should be able to make these decisions in a distributed fashion.
A viable solution for the relay scheduling problem was proposed by Zorzi and Rao [14] , [15] and the resulting protocol termed geographic random forwarding (GeRaF). In GeRaF, the source broadcasts to a collection of potential relays. The node that is closest to the destination (i.e., most geographically advantaged) is selected (in a distributed fashion) to serve as the relay and transmits the message next. The protocol assumes that each node knows its own position, as well as that of the destination, and that a channel contention scheme exists to determine the forwarding node (the details of the contention scheme can be found in [14] and [15] ). While GeRaF offers a solution to the relay scheduling problem, it unfortunately does not experience the distributed transmit diversity advantage of the previously described relay networks. This is because each potential relay only receives the transmissions of a single radio, either the source or current relay. Once a new relay is selected, all the nodes in the network flush their memory of prior transmissions and are, therefore, unable to combine information sent from multiple radios.
A diversity effect can be introduced to GeRaF by simply allowing the nodes to maintain previously received information concerning each active message. Each time a message is retransmitted, either from a new node (as in multihop) or from the same node [as in hybrid-automatic repeat request (ARQ) 1 ], every node in the relay network will increase the amount of resolution information it has about the message. Once a node has accumulated sufficient information it will be able to decode the message and can act as a relay and forward the message (as in decode-and-forward [17] ). This diversity effect can be viewed as a space-time generalization of the time-diversity effect of hybrid-ARQ as described in [18] .
In this paper, we present a practical approach to designing wireless ad hoc networks that exploit the spatial diversity that can be achieved with relaying. As shown in the system model presented in Section II, the approach can be considered to be a generalization of hybrid-ARQ, whereby the retransmitted packets could originate from any node that has overheard and successfully decoded the message. We propose a baseline protocol in Section III that we term hybrid-ARQ-based intracluster geographic relaying (HARBINGER) and compare against some other candidate protocols. Section IV uses Monte Carlo integration to analyze the throughput and energy efficiency of these relaying protocols under various system constraints and network topologies. Finally, in Section V, we draw conclusions and propose future research.
Before delving into the details of our work, we would like to make a few comments about semantics. Several new terms have emerged in the popular literature that are related to relaying: Cooperative diversity [17] , user cooperation diversity [19] , [20] , coded cooperation (diversity) [21] , and cooperative coding [22] . Most of these papers involve a twist on relaying, whereby two sources act as relays for each other. However, the term cooperative diversity is sometimes applied to relay networks with just a single source [17] . While this paper could be considered to be on the topic of single-source cooperative diversity, we favor the term relay network as it is less ambiguous.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider a cluster of nodes consisting of a source , a destination , and relays. Relays are numbered according to their distance to the destination, with being the furthest and being the closest. Each node has a single half-duplex radio and a single antenna. When any node in transmits, all nodes also in (but not also simultaneously transmitting) may receive the signal over a block fading channel. As we illustrate later, there is a practical upper limit on cluster size. This limit is due to two fundamental reasons. First, each node in the cluster must expend a nonnegligible quantity of energy to receive and process the message; for a large number of nodes this reception energy could actually exceed the energy consumed by transmitting the RF signal. Second, because nodes that are listening are not free to transmit their own message, channel resources are not quickly reused and, thus, the bandwidth efficiency of the system could suffer.
While small networks (e.g., ) could consist of just a single cluster (possibly with source, destination, and relays periodically switching roles), larger networks will need to be decomposed into several clusters. Messages that must travel far would be routed from cluster to cluster and a higher level networking protocol will still be needed to handle this routing. However, the networking protocol would only have to route at the cluster-level rather than at the node-level. While this concept is similar to other hierarchical routing protocols like clusterhead gateway switch routing (CGSR) [23] , the key difference is that routing within the cluster is now handled implicitly by the retransmission process of the ARQ protocol rather than explicitly by a network-layer routing algorithm. Two types of relays are possible: decoding relays, which must successfully decode the message before forwarding (decodeand-forward), and amplifying relays, which simply repeat an amplified version of the received signal without first decoding (amplify-and-forward) [17] . More generally, relays may adaptively switch between decoding and amplifying modes [24] . Laneman et al. [17] indicates that adaptive decode-and-forward strategies offer the same performance as fixed amplify-and-forward. Therefore, in the following, we limit our attention to decode-and-forward relaying, which has the side benefit of permitting a more straightforward exposition. Our approach could be easily generalized to include amplifying relays, but this would only obscure the main results.
Time is divided into slots , which are of equal duration. 2 During slot , a node may transmit or receive, but not both. If the cluster is part of a chain conveying messages over long distances, then the source (destination) will need to spend roughly half its time acting as the destination (source) of the previous (next) cluster. This could be accomplished through time division duplexing, e.g., a node could act as source for the current cluster during even and as destination for the previous cluster during odd .
The source begins by encoding a bit message into a codeword of length symbols. The codeword is broken into blocks (or bursts), each of length and rate . The code itself could simply be a repetition code, in which case all blocks are identical and each node will diversity combine [16] all blocks that it has received. More generally, incremental redundancy [16] could be used, whereby each block is obtained by puncturing a rate mother code. With incremental redundancy, a different part of the codeword is transmitted each time, and after the th block, a receiver will pass the rate code that it has until then received through its decoder (code combining).
Let denote the set of slots over which the first blocks are sent. While these time slots need not be contiguous, in the numerical results that we present later we assume that they are. More generally, the time between transmissions could be chosen to ensure a desired level of temporal decorrelation and randomized to mitigate interference (time-hopping). The set of nodes that transmit during slot is denoted . All transmissions are considered to be broadcast and, thus, every nontransmitting node in the cluster may receive each transmission. Initially, only the source has knowledge of the codeword and, thus, . During subsequent slots , any node in the cluster that has successfully decoded the message could re-encode it and transmit the next block of the mother code. The exact composition of is determined by the protocol being used, as discussed later.
Let denote the th block of the codeword. The symbols in are normalized to have unity power and, thus, . This block is transmitted by node with average energy per symbol . Hardware constraints preclude any node from transmitting with symbol energy greater than some maximum value, . For the sake of mathematical tractability, we follow [18] and assume circularly symmetric complex Gaussian symbols are transmitted. Note that while each node in transmits identical blocks, they do not need to transmit the blocks with equal energy (though in the numerical results that we provide, we assume that they do). More generally, the different nodes in could transmit different coded sequences, for instance different rows from an orthogonal space-time code [12] . How- 2 It is sometimes advantageous for the source and relay transmission slots to be of nonidentical length [9] , [21] , but this leads to an awkward implementation. We conjecture that a similar benefit can be more easily obtained by controlling the relative powers of the source and relay or, in the randomized retransmission protocol that we consider, by using nonidentical transmission probabilities
ever, this adds to the complexity of the protocol and is outside the scope of the present paper.
The copy of block that is transmitted by is received at , with average energy per symbol . Signal energy decays exponentially with distance such that , where is the channel gain between and is the distance between and is a reference distance, is the wavelength of the carrier, and is a path loss coefficient with values typically in the range [25] . Because multiple nodes could be simultaneously transmitting the same block, receives the superposition of several signals observed through independent block fading channels. In particular, block is received by as (1) where is a vector of circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise with independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) components with variance , and is a unit-power complex fading coefficient that describes the random amplitude and phase fluctuations in the channel between nodes and (possibly including the effects of shadowing). We assume that the fading coefficient is constant for the duration of a block and varies from block to block (cf. block fading [26] - [28] ). While the fading coefficients may have any arbitrary distribution and correlation (both temporally and spatially), it is common to assume that the coefficients are Rayleigh (or Rician) distributed and independent from both block-to-block and node-to-node [27] . We assume that the fading coefficients are not known to the transmitter, but known to the receiver. As a consequence, it is impossible for the nodes to co-phase their transmissions. Interference will arise if there are other nodes nearby (perhaps associated with a different cluster) transmitting different messages. Due to the Gaussian channel inputs, this interference will also be Gaussian, although the assumption of block fading implies that separate clusters must be synchronized. The exact nature of the out-of-cluster interference can be taken into account by the statistical model of the interference, though this issue is an open problem and outside the scope of the present paper.
Because each node in transmits the same block, can be factored out of the summation in (1) to yield (2) The corresponding instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be found by noting that the summation represents an equivalent channel over which the block has been sent. Thus, the SNR of block at is (3) Note that had the nodes been able to cophase their transmissions, the SNR would be in the form .
Due to fading, power control, out-of-cell interference, and the protocol's relay selection, the instantaneous SNR varies from block to block, and we denote the corresponding average SNR by . Let denote the mutual information between the input and output of a channel with instantaneous SNR . For Gaussian noise and inputs (and, hence, Gaussian interference),
. Note that since is random, so is and, therefore, a Shannon-sense (ergodic) capacity does not exist [26] . Let denote the mutual information accumulated by node during the first transmissions. Under code combining, the system behaves like a set of parallel Gaussian channels and, thus, [18] . Alternatively, under diversity combining the system is a single Gaussian channel with total SNR equal to the sum of the individual SNRs, i.e., [18] . Since , code combining is always at least as good as diversity combining and is, therefore, the focus of the remainder of this paper (though we present results in Section IV showing the performance difference).
Node is in an outage after the th block has been transmitted if
. The outage probability 3 is then and can be found by integrating the joint pdf of the -block channel over the outage region . We define the end-to-end outage probability to be the outage probability at the destination after either all blocks have been transmitted or a delay constraint of slots has been reached, whichever comes first.
In a direct-transmission system, , and since there is no relay, only the source transmits, . When , several relaying strategies are possible. With conventional multihop, messages must flow through the cluster as a series of direct transmissions determined a priori by a routing algorithm [1] . The destination may not decode the source's direct transmission, even if the instantaneous source-destination SNR is sufficiently high to do so.
If we allow the destination to also "hear" the source, then several other options are possible. First consider a system with and , which is discussed in more detail in [11] , [30] . While the first block is always transmitted by the source, , the second block could again be transmitted by the source or it could instead be transmitted by the relay provided that it decoded the first block, i.e., if . If the relay is in an outage , then the transmission ceases after the first block and an end-to-end outage occurs if the source-destination link was in an outage . Otherwise, the relay will transmit and an end-to-end outage occurs if the parallel channels from source and relay to destination are in an outage, . A modest amount of adaptability can be introduced by using channel state information (CSI) to guide which of the two nodes transmits the second block [17] , [24] . In particular, if the source knows that the relay was in an outage during the first block, then it could transmit the second block instead. Furthermore, if the source and relay know that the relay-destination SNR is less than the source-destination SNR (i.e., ), then the source could transmit the second block, even if the source-relay link was not in an outage. While these adaptive techniques could be extended to permit multiple relays and more transmitted blocks , the need for each node to have a priori knowledge of the CSI of various channels and for the cluster to coordinate transmissions quickly makes this approach unwieldy. The solution that we advocate for selecting which node in a multiple relay network transmits a particular block is to embedded the selection process into the hybrid-ARQ protocol, as discussed in the next section.
III. HYBRID-ARQ BASED-RELAYING PROTOCOLS
A system that used FEC only, rather than a combination of FER and ARQ, would transmit all blocks of the codeword before moving on to the next message. This is wasteful of network resources, as often the destination may be able to successfully decode after receiving some earlier block . On the other hand, with hybrid-ARQ the cluster will transmit new blocks of the codeword until one of the following occurs [18] : 1) the destination successfully decodes the message and signals back with a positive acknowledgment (ACK), which we assume for the sake of exposition is conveyed over an error-and delay-free feedback channel; 2) all blocks have been transmitted, ; or 3) a maximum latency has been exceeded, ( and constitute a rate constraint and a delay constraint, respectively).
First, consider how hybrid-ARQ can be used to effectively determine the set of transmitters. Let denote the set of nodes with knowledge of the codeword at the start of slot ; we call the decoding set and its members decoding nodes. 4 Under decode-and-forward relaying, only decoding nodes may transmit and, thus, . Initially, the decoding set contains only the source, . After the first block and at the start of the th block, the decoding set will contain the source plus all relays that have previously accumulated enough information to decode successfully, i.e.,
. Once a relay is added to the decoding set, it is never taken out, so , where is the cardinality of set . Once a node is in the decoding set, it no longer needs to listen and, therefore, does not expend any more energy receiving and processing additional blocks of the codeword (aside from listening for ACK messages).
The source begins by broadcasting the first block during the first slot . The destination can decode the message if and, if successful, will broadcast an ACK. Otherwise, a retransmission will be necessary. After the source's initial broadcast, some of the relays may have successfully decoded the transmission, namely those for which . These decoding relays are included in . During the next transmission slot , any node in can transmit the second block of the codeword. But which? The answer to this question rests in the design of the hybrid-ARQ protocol that governs the behavior of the relay network. Below, we discuss several candidate protocols, which are compared numerically in Section IV.
A. HARBINGER
As in [14] , assume that each node in the network has an accurate estimate of its own position, as well as the position of the source and destination. It can measure its own position with an onboard global positioning system (GPS) receiver, and the header of each message could contain the location of the source and destination. Given this position information and knowledge of the channel model, the node could estimate the average SNR of the channel between it and the destination. Equivalently, if nodes are not supplied with a GPS receiver, they could still measure the average SNR to the destination by keeping track of the strength of the ACK packets (assuming reciprocal channels).
Given this information, the relaying node can be selected using a protocol similar to GeRaF [14] . Like GeRaF, the protocol is designed so that the node in the decoding set that is closest to the destination will transmit the next block of the message. For our isotropic propagation model, picking the node closest to the destination is equivalent to picking the one whose channel to the destination has the highest average SNR. How this node is selected is irrelevant to the numerical results that we present in Section IV. In practice, the protocol could begin with the source sending out block . Following the transmission of this block, the network enters a contention period. The contention process is similar to the request-to-send-clear-to-send (RTS-CTS) handshaking common to traditional networks with the key distinction being that the contention occurs after the block has been transmitted, rather than before. The contention interval is divided into subintervals (which we call windows), one for each relay. During the first window, relay , which is closest to the destination, sends an ACK packet if it is in , otherwise, it will remain silent. This process continues so that during window , relay sends an ACK packet if and only if it is in . Once a node has sent an ACK signal, the network will then know which node is closest to the destination and that node is free to send the second block (with another, identical contention process run after that block is sent). If no node sends an ACK during the contention period, then the second block will simply be sent by the source.
The protocol described above requires that each relays be assigned a unique window during the contention period, and assigning relays to windows will involve a certain amount of overhead that could be undesirable in the presence of mobility (though perfectly acceptable for applications with low mobility, such as sensor networks). An alternative to assigning a specific relay to each window is to assign zones to each window, as was done in [14] . Window would be associated with a minimum and maximum range and any node whose distance to the destination falls between these two ranges will signal with an ACK. If the number of zones is large compared with the number of relays, then the probability of collision (multiple relays in the same zone) will be small. When collisions occur, the system could either enter into a secondary contention resolution process or else could allow the multiple nodes to simultaneously transmit over the equivalent channel defined by (2) .
While this protocol has much in common with GeRaF, there is a crucial difference. With GeRaF, once the relay node is selected, all the other nodes in the network flush their memory of the message. The system then starts over with the newly selected relay behaving as if it was a new source. In contrast, we propose that the relays maintain information about the message and do not flush away this information until the destination successfully decodes the message. Thus, the relays and destination can combine information sent by not only the source, but also by other relays. This provides a transmit diversity effect that GeRaF does not possess. Also, GeRaF does not use hybrid-ARQ, while our protocol does. To distinguish our protocol from GeRaF, we give it the descriptive name HARBINGER.
B. Variations on HARBINGER
The baseline HARBINGER protocol described above is designed to select the relay that is closest to the destination, but other strategies are worth considering. One possibility is to pick the relay from the decoding set with the highest instantaneous SNR at the destination. We call this variation instantaneous-relaying for brevity. This strategy is in contrast with HARBINGER, which in an isotropic propagation environment, picks the relay with the highest average SNR at the destination. Because instantaneous-relaying requires knowledge of the current instantaneous SNRs, it is not nearly as practical as HARBINGER. However, it is informative to see if there is any benefit to using instantaneous SNR as the criterion for selecting the relay node.
Another option is to randomize the relay selection process, which eliminates the need for a contention scheme. During time slot , each node will transmit with probability . We call this scheme random-relaying for short. Because there is no contention scheme, collisions cannot be prevented. However, by picking to be sufficiently small, the probability of collision can be made arbitrarily low at the cost of increased end-to-end latency. If is a constant across all nodes and all slots, then there is no guarantee that the relay that is selected is a good one. Furthermore, as the size of the decoding set grows, the probability of collision increases. These problems can be alleviated by adapting the value of . For instance, the value could be scaled by the size of the decoding set as , where is the transmission probability when there is only one node in the decoding set. Furthermore, position location could be used to influence the value of , with nodes closer to the destination given larger values than nodes that are located further away.
C. Comparison With Multihop
With multihop, the message must flow through the cluster following a series of direct peer-to-peer connections that are determined a priori by a routing algorithm. Without loss of generality, we assume that under multihop the message must flow through all relays before reaching the destination and that the relays are indexed in the order that they are used. Under multihop, only the next node not yet in the decoding set receives the transmission, while with relaying all nodes not yet in the decoding set receive. With multihop, all relays in the cluster must eventually decode the message, , but with relaying, it is irrelevant which relays have successfully decoded; all that matters is if the destination was able to decode successfully, i.e., . With the proposed relaying protocols, relays that are repeatedly in an outage are bypassed, thereby eliminating potential bottlenecks. Furthermore, a network-layer protocol is not needed to preselect the transmission path, rather the "path" selection is embedded into the ARQ mechanism (although we argue that the term path becomes meaningless). Also, power/range control becomes less important in a relaying network. In a multihop network, if the transmit power is too high, then the extra energy is wasted. However, if the power is set too high in a relay network then intermediate relays will simply be "leapfrogged" and, therefore, won't need to be used.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of the three deterministic protocols discussed in the last section (HARBINGER, instantaneous-relaying, and multihop), as well as random relaying. To better illuminate certain characteristics, we impose some additional constraints on the network. Note that these conditions are imposed to highlight certain behaviors and that the mathematical model presented in Section II are still valid without these conditions. First, we only consider performance within a single cluster, treating out-of-cluster interference as additional Gaussian noise. The three deterministic protocols signal over contiguous time slots, so and , i.e., the delay and rate constraints are identical. The channel is Rayleigh block fading, and the fading is independent over time and space. We note that this is a pessimistic assumption, and that the relaying protocols will exhibit an even more drastic improvement over multihop when the fading is correlated in time (since then spatial diversity will dominate). All of the deterministic protocols are able to perfectly resolve contentions, and so only one node transmits at a time, i.e.,
. For purposes of comparison, the random relaying protocol also operates with exactly one node transmitting during each time slot, but the node is chosen at random from the decoding set. We assume that all nodes in the network transmit with identical energy . In most cases, the topology is a line network comprising a set of relays spaced equally along the line between source and destination, though we also consider a clustered line network.
Monte Carlo integration is used to generate numerical results for the relaying protocols, while closed form solutions were used for multihop whenever possible. For the results shown in the plots, the block/burst rate is , transmit frequency GHz, path loss coefficient , reference distance m, and source-destination are separated by 100 m. Code combining is assumed except in Figs. 6 and 7, which compare diversity combining with code combining. We begin by eliminating any constraint on rate and delay, i.e., and , focusing on the tradeoffs between energy, throughput, and latency. In the final subsection, we consider finite-rate/delay constraints, which give rise to a nonzero outage probability at the destination.
A. Throughput Analysis
As in [18] , we would like to adapt the renewal-reward theorem of [31] to compute bounds on throughput. We first define the following random variables.
A random reward, which equals if the packet is successfully decoded by the destination and zero, otherwise. The time (in number of slots) spent attempting to transmit an arbitrary message (until either success or until the delay/rate constraints expire). The total number of blocks transmitted for an arbitrary message until either success or the constraints expire. Under these definitions, the system throughput is (4) in units of messages per slot. When . Furthermore, when exactly one node transmits in each slot, and so the average delay is equal to the average number of transmitted blocks.
With multihop, messages are passed sequentially through peer-to-peer links. If the nodes are equally spaced and the propagation environment isotropic, then the links behave identically and the end-to-end performance can be assessed in terms of the performance of any one link. In particular, the average delay for the th hop , where denotes the expected number of blocks transmitted for an arbitrary message in a point-to-point direct link. Correspondingly, the delay of multihop over an equally spaced line network is the accumulation of delay components at each individual hop, i.e.,
. A derivation of is given in the Appendix. Therefore, the throughput under the given constraints is for relaying for multihop (5) Fig. 1 shows the throughput of the different protocols for a line network as a function of transmit SNR for relays, where corresponds to a direct transmission link (all protocols behave the same when there are no relays). At low SNR, HARBINGER is slightly better than multihop, and multihop actually outperforms both instantaneous relaying and random relaying. This suggests that using the instantaneous SNR to the destination as the metric to select the relaying node is not a productive strategy, since it ignores the interrelay SNRs and is still unable to predict future SNRs. Thus, HARBINGER, with its use of average SNRs (through geographic location) is the most efficient protocol under these conditions. At low SNR, the performance of random relaying is rather poor, indicating that random relay selection is not sophisticated enough to provide meaningful gains. At high SNR, the throughput of multihop begins to saturate due to the requirement to transmit over all of the relays and the resulting bottleneck effect. At high SNR, even random relaying outperforms multihop and the performance difference of the different relaying protocols becomes less pronounced. This is because at high SNR, the message is often correctly decoded by the destination after just one or two transmissions and so the choice of relay is less important. Fig. 2 shows the throughput of a line network as a function of the number of equally spaced relays for two different transmit SNR's, dB. We observe that the throughput of all relaying protocols monotonically increase with the number of relays. Furthermore, it is rather interesting, although not unexpected, to notice that the throughput of multihop initially increases with the number of relays, but then decreases as more and more relays are added. The initial increase in throughput for multihop can be attributed to the decrease in the interrelay distances which decreases the delay of each hop. However, if too many relays are added, then the term in (5) begins to dominate and the throughput becomes inversely proportional to the number of relays. This effect is more pronounced at high SNR. One could argue that the performance of multihop could always be improved by selecting a new route that uses fewer relays. However, the beauty of relaying is that it will do this automatically without needing to adjust the route since relaying is less sensitive than multihop to the number of relays.
B. Energy-Delay Tradeoff
In order to determine the total amount of energy required to convey a message bit from end-to-end, one must take into account not only the transmitted energy per symbol but also the number of blocks that are transmitted . Applying renewal-reward theorem, the average cumulative transmit energy is (6) Rather than representing the energy transmitted by any single node, characterizes the energy consumed by the entire cluster by enumerating the total number of transmitted blocks per correct message without regard to which nodes transmitted the blocks. Without delay/rate constraints and when one node transmits per slot, the required transmit energy for different protocols becomes or relaying for multihop (7) Fig. 3 shows the transmit energy efficiency as a function of average delay for the four different protocols and relays. As expected, both instantaneous relaying and HARBINGER are always more efficient than random relaying. Although relaying is always more efficient than direct-transmission, multihop is actually worse under low average delay. This is again due to the bottleneck created when using multihop that cannot be overcome by simply increasing power; instead, a new route would need to be created but the process of creating a new route could in itself add to the latency. When a relatively large delay is allowed, the energy efficiency of both multihop and relaying is significantly improved over direct-transmission. For instance, with one relay, random relaying provides a 5-dB gain at an average delay of 11 over direct-transmission, while multihop, instantaneous relaying, and HARBINGER have a 7-dB gain over direct-transmission. With ten relays, random relaying gains 11 dB over direct-transmission, instantaneous relaying gains 18 dB, multihop gains 19 dB, and HARBINGER gains more than 20 dB. In general, the energy efficiency is improved by allowing longer average delay. This agrees with Caire's assertion that "the longer we wait the more we gain" [18] .
C. Effect of Network Topology
While Fig. 3 shows that HARBINGER has the best tradeoff between energy efficiency and delay among the four protocols in an equidistant line network, is it the best protocol in any arbitrary topology? When the nodes are homogeneously spaced along the line, then a macrodiversity effect prevails. But what if nodes bunch up in such a way that microdiversity dominates over macrodiversity? To demonstrate the impact of the homogeneity of the network, we consider a generalized line network where the relays collect into equally spaced groups each containing relays. Nodes within a group are spaced close enough together that they all have the same channel gain to the source, destination, or another group. However, they are far enough apart that they experience independent fading. For fair comparison, for each case. Therefore, there are four possible network configurations:
, and , where corresponds to an equidistant line network. Fig. 4 shows the cumulative transmit energy required for HARBINGER and instantaneous relaying under the four topologies. The equidistant line has the best efficiency among the five network topologies, while the performance with a single group has the worst. When the network contains a small number of groups, instantaneous relaying outperforms HARBINGER. As the number of groups increases, the advantage of instantaneous relaying over HARBINGER diminishes until eventually HARBINGER is better. With just one or two groups, the transmit microdiversity effect dominates, which favors the use of instantaneous channel estimates. However when there are more groups that are more sparsely populated and further apart, the differences in path loss begin to dominate, and HARBINGER is better able to exploit opportunities for macrodiversity. We can conclude from Fig. 4 that macrodiversity is more important than microdiversity and, thus, it is worthwhile to carefully position relay nodes rather than randomly scattering them.
D. Total Energy Consumption
While the use of more sophisticated relaying protocols results in a reduction of required transmit energy, this benefit must be weighed against the extra costs. Perhaps the most critical issue is that now all nodes that are not yet in the decoding set must receive every transmission, as opposed to multihop which requires that only one node receives. Thus, a fair comparison between relaying and multihop should also account for the energy a node consumes when it receives a symbol, i.e., the energy dissipated by the circuits that detect and decode the block. By taking into account the costs to receive a message, we can generalize the definition of cumulative energy dissipation by first defining as the energy consumed by the receiver when detecting and processing a signal. Then the total energy consumed by both transmitting and receiving becomes (8) for relaying and (9) for multihop.
In general, it is difficult to select appropriate values for , as this is a highly implementation dependent parameter. Instead, a better way to assess the impact of receive energy dissipation is to find the ratio of transmitter versus receiver energy consumption for which relaying outperforms multihop. This ratio can be found by equating (8) with (9) and solving for (10) Fig. 5 shows this minimum ratio as a function of the number of relays in a line network for a variable number of equally spaced relays and two transmit SNRs. We focus on HARBINGER since it is consistently the best protocol for this topology. Each SNR curve shows a breaking point; systems with a ratio above the curve favor HARBINGER, while systems below the curve favor multihop. At transmit SNR of 90 dB, the minimum ratio first increases with the number of relays, and then decreases. This agrees with a similar behavior for the throughput of multihop in Fig. 2 . The initial increase in indicates that HARBINGER becomes less advantageous over multihop because more energy is dissipated to receive each transmission when the number of relays increases. With too many relays, although HARBINGER spends more energy in receiving, the bottleneck effect degrades the energy efficiency of multihop at a rate much faster than that of HARBINGER, resulting in a decrease in the minimum ratio.
E. Diversity Combining Versus Code Combining
Relaying with incremental-redundancy and code combining outperforms that with repetition coding and diversity combining. However, code combining is more complex than diversity combining, and we wish to see if the extra complexity required by code combining is justified. In Figs. 6 and 7 , we compare the throughput and energy efficiency of diversity combining versus code combining with HARBINGER and multihop. We observe that at low SNR, code combining has almost twice the throughput of diversity combining and at large delay it is 2-3 dB more efficient. However, at relatively high transmit SNR or small delay, the advantages of code combining become marginal. Thus, for applications requiring low latency, diversity combining is a very attractive alternative to code combining.
F. Finite-Delay Constraint
While the previous discussion has focused on the performance without a constraint on delay (or, equivalently, on ), practical systems must often impose hard deadlines. If a message arrives after time , then its content is no longer useful and so the system should abort any further attempt to transmit the message. The main implication of finite is that now the end-to-end outage probability is nonzero. This in turn influences the throughput and tradeoff between energy consumption and average delay since the expected random reward becomes . However, as long as is sufficiently small (e.g., 10 ), the impact on throughput, energy efficiency, and average delay becomes negligible since then . Since it is not attractive for systems to operate at high outage probabilities, the key issue is how the delay constraint influences the outage probability.
Figs. 8-11 show the outage probability of different relaying protocols as a function of delay constraint for and 10 relays and and dB under code combining hybrid-ARQ. In each case, the outage probability remains close to unity until a particular threshold on delay is reached, at which point the curves begin to rapidly decrease with increasing . The curves are steeper for a large number of relays or large SNR. The protocol has an impact on the steepness, with deterministic relaying having the steepest descent. Multihop has almost the same steepness as deterministic relaying, but random relaying has a significantly less steep descent. We can see that random relaying is worse than multihop for low SNR or just one relay. However, Fig. 11 shows an interesting result that under finite , random relaying is actually superior to multihop with ten relays, high SNR, and outage probability above 10 . However, due to the shallow slope of random relaying, the curves cross at 10 , at which point multihop becomes superior in terms of outage probability. We observed in our simulations that the throughput and energy efficiency under finite are nearly identical to those of infinite provided that is above this threshold by some margin. Therefore, we do not reproduce curves for throughput and energy efficiency for finite .
V. CONCLUSION
A practical way to implement relay networks is to generalize the concept of hybrid-ARQ. In contrast with point-to-point hybrid-ARQ, the retransmissions do not need to come from the original source; instead they could come from any relay that overhears and decodes earlier transmitted blocks. This provides a spatial-diversity effect that supplements the time-diversity already present in conventional hybrid-ARQ. The diversity is achieved without requiring that relays co-phase their transmissions. Relaying can offer a better tradeoff between throughput, energy consumption, and delay as compared with conventional multihop. Furthermore, relaying can react to changing topologies and channel conditions much faster than multihop, as new routes do not need to be explicitly calculated. The relaying protocols discussed in this paper are truly cross-layer, combining the mechanisms of medium access control (MAC) and routing. Just as a point-to-point hybrid-ARQ does not need to select the code rate in advance, generalized-ARQ does not need to select a route.
The cost of the proposed relaying schemes is that now more than just one radio listens to each transmission and, therefore, the nonnegligible costs associated with reception must be taken into account. This implies that for each scenario there will be an upper limit on the number of relays that should be used. The MAC protocol is now more complicated, since it needs to provide a mechanism for relay selection. The performance is sensitive to the topology, and the nodes should ideally be evenly spread out to maximize the macrodiversity effect. While most of the results in this paper were for code combining, which is rather complicated to implement, we found acceptable performance even when using less complex diversity combining.
The goal of this paper has been to provide a general framework for studying the information-theoretic performance limits of relay networks that are implemented using generalized hybrid-ARQ. While we believe that this paper represents a significant contribution in this area, there is still much work that remains to be completed. Although this paper focused on energy efficiency, many networks contain devices with finite energy reserves and, thus, the performance under such energy limitations needs to be studied [32] . With finite-energy sources, "hot-spots" become a problem, as some nodes that are in good locations tend to burn out quickly; the protocol will need to be modified to mitigate this problem. While we have looked at a few representative topologies, more should be considered. Networks with more than one source should be considered, as should networks comprising multiple clusters. More sophisticated channels with Rician fading and blocks that are correlated in time (and possibly even in space) should be considered. While this paper has focused on capacity approaching coding with unconstrained (Gaussian) input symbols and infinite block length, the performance when the modulation and block length are constrained should be further studied. A more thorough investigation of the MAC protocol should be conducted that studies the impact of lost ACK packets and suggests rules for making the system robust when ACK packets are lost.
The numerical results presented in this paper used Monte Carlo integration, but closed form analytical expressions would allow the aforementioned effects to be evaluated much more quickly. While such expressions will be difficult to find under the current assumptions, there is some hope for a more analytical treatment if certain constraints are imposed. In particular, if the channels are assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) rather than block fading and if the nodes were to flush their memory of past blocks whenever a new relay is selected, then the model will be similar to the one considered in [14] . The main difference is that while the GeRaF protocol in [14] did not use hybrid-ARQ, the HARBINGER protocol proposed in this paper does. While such an analysis goes beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader is directed to our recent work that analyzes the performance of HARBINGER in AWGN with memory flushing [33] , [34] .
APPENDIX STATISTICS OF HYBRID-ARQ BASED MULTIHOP
The purpose of this Appendix is to derive the expected number of transmissions of hybrid-ARQ over a block fading direct link with average SNR . After the th block has been transmitted, the outage probability of the link is (11) for code combining and (12) for diversity combining. The instantaneous SNR's are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean . Let denote the probability mass function (pmf) of , the number of transmitted blocks over the direct link. When the rate constraint corresponds to the characteristic function of . The pmf for diversity combing can be found in closed form [35] with a corresponding characteristic function (13) The expected value under diversity combining can then be found by differentiating the characteristic function (14) While a similar approach can be used to find for code combining, the resulting integration has no closed form expression (though it can be solved using Monte Carlo integration).
